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The Link Phono Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet
 *  Includes high quality ground cable
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available.
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, RCA Y, DIN>RCA Phono Adapter

MusicLink Phono Interconnect

All phono cables are priced and sold as pairs.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, Custom DIN Tonearm Adaptor

The Link Phono is Transparent's most cost-effective fully-assembled phono interconnect with a built-in network. We make The 
Link Phono by hand, one cable at a time, using custom-stranded OFHC cable and gold-plated Transparent RCA connectors. As 
with every one of our audio cables, The Link benefits from the advancements of Generation 5 Technology and brings you closer to 
the music.  
The Link Phono RCA Interconnects are upgradeable through an authorized Transparent dealer to Plus level interconnects and 
above.
All phono cables are priced and sold as pairs.

The dynamic freedom and natural performance of MusicLink Interconnect is now available in a version specially designed to 
transfer the low-level signals of phono cartridges.  Transparent’s artisans build MusicLink Phono Interconnect with the same 
attentive hand construction as MusicLink RCA interconnect, using custom-stranded OFHC copper cable and gold plated 
Transparent RCA connectors.
MusicLink Phono Interconnects are upgradeable through an authorized Transparent dealer to Super level phono interconnects 
and above.



Plus Phono Interconnect

PLUS PHONO RCA > RCA

All phono cables are priced and sold as pairs.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Optional termination: DIN > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, Custom DIN Tonearm Adaptor

Super Phono Interconnect

SUPER PHONO RCA > RCA

All phono cables are priced and sold as pairs. 

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Optional terminations: RCA > XLR , DIN > RCA, DIN > XLR
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, Custom DIN Tonearm Adaptor

Listening to records reaches a new level of enjoyment with Plus Phono Interconnect. Transparent builds Plus Phono in two 
versions: RCA > RCA and DIN > RCA.  

These interconnects possess the same build quality and freedom from noise as Plus RCA Interconnects, but Transparent has 
optimized the network for LP playback. Custom-stranded OFHC copper cable and gold-plated custom RCA connectors at both 
ends ensure full transfer of the delicate phono signals.
Plus RCA > RCA Phono Interconnects are upgradeable through an authorized Transparent dealer to Super level phono 
interconnects and above.

Super Phono Interconnect shares the high quality raw materials and superb hand-crafted quality of Super RCA. Transparent's 
artisans build Super Phono by hand in two versions: RCA > RCA and DIN > RCA.

Super Phono offers the same build quality and freedom from noise as Super RCA Interconnects, but Transparent has optimized 
the network for the particular requirements of LP playback. Custom-stranded OFHC copper cable and gold-plated custom RCA 
connectors at both ends ensure full transfer of the delicate phono signals.  
Super RCA > RCA Phono Interconnects are upgradeable through an authorized Transparent dealer to Ultra level phono 
interconnects and above.



Ultra Phono Interconnect

Ultra Phono Interconnects are upgradeable to Reference level phono interconnects and above.  
All phono cables are priced and sold as pairs. 

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Optional terminations: RCA > XLR , DIN > RCA, DIN > XLR
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, Custom DIN Tonearm Adaptor

Reference Phono Interconnect

REFERENCE Phono Interconnects are upgradeable to XL level phono interconnects and above.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Custom DIN terminations available
 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, and 10-feet
 *  Specify phono cartridge for precise network calibration
 *  Specify tonearm-turntable and phono preamp for correct configuration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths always available

Give prized LPs the legendary performance of Ultra RCA Interconnects, but in a version with network circuitry optimized for 
delicate phono signals.  
Transparent offers Ultra phono interconnects to suit each specific system set up with RCA, DIN, or XLR connections. Cables fitted 
with the custom Transparent DIN connector have a contoured coupler to create a smooth transition between cable and 
termination, and are offered with two methods of strain relief to keep the weight of the cable from affecting the performance of 
your turntable and tonearm system.Transparent DIN couplers are offered with two methods of strain relief to keep the weight of 
the cable from affecting the performance of your turntable and tonearm system.
Transparent also offers a stand-alone DIN > RCA adaptor which can be custom fabricated to precise tonearm, turntable 
suspension, and phono preamp requirements.

REFERENCE Phono Interconnect (RPH) is for discerning analog playback lovers with high-level components. RPH uses the same 
cable, connectors, and network housings as RSE. Phono interconnects at the REFERENCE level dramatically expand the realism of 
the sonic landscape that only LP playback can provide. Specifically designed for the delicate, low signal output of a phono 
cartridge, RPH effortlessly reveals a staggering level of low-level harmonic and spatial detail, the smooth continuity of analog 
dynamic range, the rich tonal quality of music, and transfers extended, well-defined bass energy.

RPH is a significant performance upgrade compared to ULTRA Phono Interconnect. Reference level cables are the first products in 
the Transparent family to be custom calibrated for the specific electrical output characteristics of your components and phono 
cartridges. Additionally, the network components are more precisely matched to the cable’s inherent electrical properties and 
length. Transparent provides a custom DIN connector option fabricated to precise tonearm, turntable suspension, and phono 
preamp requirements. A sleek, contoured coupler creates a smooth transition between cable and termination. Transparent DIN 
couplers are offered with two methods of strain relief to keep the weight of the cable from affecting the performance of your 
turntable and tonearm system.

RPH is calibrated to the precise electrical characteristics of your phono cartridge and needs to be ideally configured for your 
tonearm-turntable combination and phono preamp. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your 
phono playback system. 

Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with RPH recalibrations 
at no charge in the event that a component or phono cartridge change requires network or configuration adjustments.  



XL Phono Interconnect

XL Phono Interconnects are upgradeable to OPUS and MAGNUM OPUS level phono interconnects.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Custom DIN terminations available
 *  Fully differentially balanced XLR termination available
 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, and 10-feet
 *  Specify phono cartridge for precise network calibration
 *  Specify tonearm-turntable and phono preamp for correct configuration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths always available

XL Phono Interconnect (RPH) is for discerning analog playback lovers with superior LP playback systems. XLPH uses the same 
cable, connectors, and network housings as XLSE. Phono interconnects at the XL level will help you extract the last measure of 
performance from your existing LP playback investments. Specifically designed for the delicate, low signal output of a phono 
cartridge, XLPH effortlessly reveals greater levels of low-level harmonic and spatial detail, the smooth continuity of analog 
dynamic range, and the rich tonal quality of music.

XLPH is a significant performance upgrade compared to REFERENCE Phono Interconnect because its network components are 
specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable and its length. The network itself is 
also calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your phono cartridge. XLPH transfers well-defined bass 
energy further down into the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than REFERENCE Phono 
Interconnect.

Transparent customizes XL Phono Interconnects to suit each specific system set up with RCA, DIN, or XLR connections, including 
differentially balanced phono preamp inputs. Custom DIN configurations fit to precise tonearm, turntable suspension, and phono 
preamp requirements. A sleek, contoured coupler creates a smooth transition between cable and termination. Transparent DIN 
couplers are offered with two methods of strain relief to keep the weight of the cable from affecting the performance of your 
turntable and tonearm system.
XLPH is calibrated to the precise electrical characteristics of your phono cartridge and needs to be ideally configured for your 
tonearm-turntable combination and phono preamp. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your 
phono playback system.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with XLPH 
recalibrations at no charge in the event that a component or phono cartridge change requires network or configuration 
adjustments.



Magnus Opus Phono Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Optional terminations: RCA > XLR , DIN > RCA, DIN > XLR
 *  Balanced differential networks and termination
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adapters: XLR > RCA, Custom DIN Tonearm Adapter

MAGNUM OPUS Phono Interconnect (MOPH) is the crowning achievement in the finest, no-compromise LP playback systems. 
Crafted from the same cable, connectors, and vibration damped carbon fiber network housings as MAGNUM OPUS RCA 
Interconnect, all network components are matched and measured at the edge of what technicians can control in production. 
MAGNUM OPUS Phono Interconnect provides the perfect compliment to the special needs of delicate, extremely low-level 
phono signals.
MAGNUM OPUS Phono Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to OPUS Phono Interconnect. MOPH 
transfers well-defined bass energy down through the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals 
than OPUS Phono Interconnect.
MOPH network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the 
cable and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your phono 
cartridge. This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking MOPH manufacturing process, but the results in 
your system are worth it: from feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal shading and harmonic 
resolution within the performance space. It’s a strong affirmation of just how great your system is.
Vibration and resonance control also go to new heights with MAGNUM OPUS. The components that comprise each network are 
encased in electrically neutral epoxy and surrounded by a large carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured specifically 
for the purpose of reducing standing wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, stronger, larger 
network housing provides a larger cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow the free 
and full expansion of electromagnetic fields which results in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and harmonic music 
information.

Transparent customizes all MAGNUM OPUS Phono Interconnects to suit each specific system set up with RCA, DIN, or XLR 
connections, including differentially balanced phono preamp inputs. Cables fitted with the custom Transparent DIN connector 
have a sleek, contoured coupler to create a smooth transition between cable and termination, and are individually fabricated to 
precise tonearm, turntable suspension, and phono preamp requirements. Transparent DIN couplers are offered with two methods 
of strain relief to keep the weight of the cable from affecting the performance of your turntable and tonearm system.

MOPH must be calibrated and configured for your specific phono cartridge, tonearm-turntable combination, and phono preamp. 
Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your system components and room layout.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with MOPH 
recalibrations at no charge in the event that a component or phono cartridge change requires network or configuration 
adjustments.

You have arrived. At this point in time, MAGNUM OPUS represents the pinnacle of Transparent design achievement. Transparent 
will do everything possible to respect our customers’ MAGNUM OPUS investments in the event of future updates and upgrades.



Opus Phono Interconnect

OPUS Phono Interconnects are upgradeable to MAGNUM OPUS level phono interconnects.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Custom DIN terminations available
 *  Fully differentially balanced XLR termination available
 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, and 10-feet
 *  Specify phono cartridge for precise network calibration
 *  Specify tonearm-turntable and phono preamp for correct configuration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths always available

OPUS Phono Interconnect (OPH) is the appropriate tonearm to phono preamp connection in the finest LP playback systems. 
Crafted from the same cable, connectors, and vibration damped carbon fiber network housings as OPUS RCA Interconnect, OPUS 
Phono Interconnect provides the perfect complement to the special needs of delicate, extremely low-level phono signals.  
Most OPUS owners have spent years assembling and investing in their dream system in a quest to get closer to the music. OPUS 
Phono Interconnect is the linking solution to help ultimate LP playback systems deliver upon their promise of thrilling “you are 
there” listening experiences every time you press “on” and cue up your favorite record.  
OPUS Phono Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to XL Phono Interconnect. OPH transfers well-defined 
bass energy to the bottom of the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than XL Phono 
Interconnect.
OPH network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable 
and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your phono cartridge. 
This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking OPH manufacturing process, but the results in your system 
are worth it: from feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal shading and harmonic resolution 
within the performance space.

Vibration and resonance control also go to new heights with OPUS. The components that comprise each network are encased in 
electrically neutral epoxy and surrounded by a carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured specifically for the purpose 
of reducing standing wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, stronger network housing 
provides a larger cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow the free and full 
expansion of electromagnetic fields which results in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and harmonic music 
information.

Transparent customizes all OPUS Phono Interconnects to suit each specific system set up with RCA, DIN, or XLR connections, 
including differentially balanced phono preamp inputs. Cables fitted with the custom Transparent DIN connector have a sleek, 
contoured coupler to create a smooth transition between cable and termination, and are individually fabricated to precise 
tonearm, turntable suspension, and phono preamp requirements. Transparent DIN couplers are offered with two methods of 
strain relief to keep the weight of the cable from affecting the performance of your turntable and tonearm system.

OPH must be calibrated and configured for your specific phono cartridge, tonearm-turntable combination and phono preamp. 
Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share the details of your system components and room layout.  

Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with OPH recalibrations 
at no charge in the event that a component or phono cartridge change requires network or configuration adjustments.   


